Abstract

We introduce in this paper two new, complete propositional languages and study their properties in terms of (1) their support for polytime operations and (2) their ability to represent boolean functions compactly. The new languages are based on a structured version of decomposability—a property that underlies a number of tractable languages. The key characteristic of structured decomposability is its support for a polytime conjoin operation, which is known to be intractable for unstructured decomposability. We show that any CNF can be compiled into formulas in the new languages, whose size is only exponential in the treewidth of the CNF. Our study also reveals that one of the languages we identify is as powerful as OBDDs in terms of answering key inference queries, yet is more succinct than OBDDs.

Introduction

Knowledge compilation is an approach to inference which is based on converting knowledge bases into target compilation languages that support relevant inference tasks in polytime. Over the years, many target compilation languages have been proposed for different inference tasks, including OBDDs (Bryant 1986), prime implicates (Reiter and de Kleer 1987; Marquis 1995), prime implicates (Schrag 1996), DNNF (Darwiche 2001a), and AOMDD (Mateescu and Dechter 2006).

In this work, we focus our attention on the DNNF language (Darwiche 2001a), which is a subset of negation normal form (NNF) that satisfies decomposability. While DNNF has many potential applications, it has never been utilized in an actual system due to the lack of a practical compiler for converting CNF formulas into DNNF. In practice, a subset of DNNF which satisfies the property of determinism is used. This subset, which is called d-DNNF, is less succinct than DNNF, and is supported by a publicly available compiler that converts CNF to d-DNNF (Darwiche 2004). This compiler is available at http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/c2d/ and has been successfully employed in many reasoning applications, including probabilistic reasoning (Wachter and Haenni 2006; Chavira, Darwiche, and Jaeger 2006), planning (Bonet and Geffner 2006; Palacios et al. 2005), diagnosis (Barrett 2005; Elliott and Williams 2006; Siddiqi and Huang 2007), and Max-SAT (Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche 2007; Ramírez and Geffner 2007).

None of these applications, however, except for probabilistic reasoning, require determinism. Hence, these applications can well be handled by the more succinct DNNF language, if one had access to an efficient DNNF compiler. Yet, until today, one could not enforce the property of decomposability efficiently without also enforcing determinism as a side effect. Note also that the previous list of applications does not include classical applications from formal verification that are based on unbounded model checking (e.g., (Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled 2000)). These applications require bottom-up, incremental compilation of formulas, where pieces of the knowledge base are compiled independently and then conjoined together to produce a compilation of the whole knowledge base. Neither DNNF nor d-DNNF, however, support a conjoin operation in polytime (Darwiche and Marquis 2002), which happens to be the key property of OBDDs that enables their use in formal verification applications.

To address these challenges, we introduce the notion of structured decomposability in this paper, leading to structured versions of DNNF and d-DNNF that provide support for a polytime conjoin operation. As a result, we can now develop bottom-up compilers for both DNNF and d-DNNF that parallel the standard compilers for OBDD. Moreover, we now seem to have the first practical compiler that can enforce decomposability without enforcing determinism as a side effect. We study the properties of the new languages according to the metrics proposed in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002), where we show that structured d-DNNF supports as many polytime queries as OBDD, while being strictly more succinct than OBDD.

Basic Definitions

A Negation Normal Form (NNF) is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each leaf node is labeled with a literal, true, or false and each internal node is labeled with a conjunction (\&) or disjunction (\lor); see Figure 1. A DAG node will be used to represent the formula rooted at the node. An NNF is decomposable iff every child of every AND node shares no variable with its siblings, leading to the DNNF language (Darwiche 2001a). An NNF is deterministic iff every child of every OR node shares no models with its siblings.
leading to the d-DNNF language (Darwiche 2001b). Lastly, OBDD is a subset of d-DNNF that satisfies two additional properties: (1) the root node is a decision node, (2) variables appear in the same order on every directed path from the root (See (Darwiche and Marquis 2002) for formal definitions).

We will introduce in the next section structured versions of the DNNF and d-DNNF languages, which result from requiring a structured version of the decomposability property. For this, we need the following notion.

**Definition 1 (V-tree)** A v-tree for a set of variables PV is a full, rooted binary tree whose leaves are in one-to-one correspondence with the variables in PV.

Figure 1 depicts a v-tree for variables a, b, c, d and e. For a v-tree node t, we use vars(t) to denote the set of variables mentioned by the subtree rooted at t. For a non-leaf v-tree node t, we use l(t) and r(t) to denote the left (right) child of t. We will also say that T is a v-tree of the formula \( \Delta \) if PV includes the variables of \( \Delta \).

**Structured Decomposability**

In this section, we give a formal definition of a structured subset of DNNF. We will also show that this language is a complete proper subset of DNNF. For the remaining of this paper, we will assume, without loss of generality, that every conjunctive formula has exactly two non-constant conjuncts, while a disjunction can have any number of disjuncts.

**Definition 2** A DNNF \( \Delta \) respects a v-tree \( T \) if for every conjunction \( \alpha \land \beta \) in \( \Delta \), there is a node \( t \) in T such that \( \text{vars}(\alpha) \subseteq \text{vars}(t) \) and \( \text{vars}(\beta) \subseteq \text{vars}(t') \).

Figure 1 depicts a v-tree \( T \) and a respecting DNNF \( \Delta \). Let \( \alpha \) be a sub-formula of DNNF \( \Delta \). The decomposition node (d-node) of \( \alpha \) is defined as the deepest node \( d \) in v-tree \( T \) such that \( \text{vars}(\alpha) \subseteq \text{vars}(d) \). Figure 1 depicts examples of d-nodes.

**Definition 3 (DNNF\(_T\))** The set of all DNNFs that respect a given v-tree \( T \) is denoted by DNNF\(_T\). Moreover, structured DNNF (SDNNF) is the set containing all DNNF\(_T\) for any \( T \).

Given any v-tree \( T \) for the formula \( \Delta \), we can always represent \( \Delta \) in DNNF\(_T\). Just structure each model of \( \Delta \) according to \( T \) and disjoin them together. Hence, DNNF\(_T\) and SDNNF are complete languages. Moreover, the following DNNF does not respect any v-tree: \(((a \land b) \land (c \land -d)) \lor ((a \land c) \land (b \land d))\). Hence, DNNF\(_T\) and SDNNF are proper subsets of DNNF.

**A Polytime Conjoin Operation for DNNF\(_T\)**

Now that we have defined a structured subset of DNNF, we present the main result of our work. In particular, conjoining any two DNNF\(_T\) formulas is a tractable operation because of the imposed structure. This operation is important because it allows any CNF formula to be converted into a DNNF\(_T\) in an incremental (bottom-up) manner. Note that an efficient conjoining algorithm does not exist for DNNF formulas in general, unless P=NP (Darwiche and Marquis 2002).

Our conjoining algorithm is similar in spirit to the apply operation for OBDD (Bryant 1986). The algorithm computes the conjunction of two formulas by recursively conjoining their sub-formulas and combining the results appropriately. To avoid making too many recursive calls, we maintain a cache which stores previously computed outputs of the algorithms. With this cache, there are only polynomially many possible recursive calls. Each recursive call performs a constant amount of computation, yielding a polynomial time complexity of the overall conjoining operation.

This algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, which relies on several other components whose details are omitted due to space constraints. In particular, it assumes that, before the first call, the cache is properly initialized. We use nodes’ id field as a cache key. It also assumes that each node has a dnode field. The helper function lca\((s, t)\) computes the lowest common ancestor of nodes \( s \) and \( t \) in v-tree \( T \). Readers are referred to (Bender and Farach-Colton 2000) for a constant-time implementation of this function.\(^2\)

The code on Lines 4–7 simply handles the base cases, where \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) is a boolean constant. Lines 11–14 handle the cases when the inputs do not share a variable and when they are both literals. The case on Lines 16–21 is the core of the algorithm. In this case, the d-nodes are either the same or have an ancestor-descendent relationship. For the sake of brevity, we assume that \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are appropriately swapped such that (1) if both d-nodes are the same and there is at least one OR node among \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), then \( \alpha \) is an OR node, and (2) if both d-nodes are different, then \( \alpha \)'s d-node is always the ancestor. With this assumption, if \( \alpha \) is an OR node (Line 16), we simply conjoin \( \beta \) with each of \( \alpha \)'s children. Otherwise, we decompose each input into the part that mentions variables in \( anc^2 \) and the one that mentions variables in \( anc^3 \). On Line 20, we use the notation \( \alpha^d \) to refer to the

\(^1\)A conjunction with a constant conjunct can always be trivially simplified. To allow an arbitrary number of conjuncts, we only need to modify the definition of v-tree slightly.

\(^2\)To achieve this, a data structured must be setup by preprocessing \( T \) prior to the first call to lca. Preprocessing takes \( O(|T|) \) time and space. See (Bender and Farach-Colton 2000).
Theorem 1. Given DNNF\_T formulas \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\), \(\text{conjoin}(\alpha, \beta)\) returns a DNNF\_T formula equivalent to \(\alpha \land \beta\) in time \(O(|\alpha| \cdot |\beta|)\).

The proof for this result is straightforward, as caching limits the number of possible recursive calls, each of which performs a bounded amount of computation.

We close this section by mentioning that every clause is by itself a DNNF\_T formula (for any \(T\)), because it contains no conjunction. As a result we can convert any CNF formula into a DNNF\_T formula in a bottom-up manner. All we need to do is convert each clause into its DAG form and conjoin all clauses together.

### Adding Determinism

We now consider a structured subset of d-DNNF.

**Definition 4 (d-DNNF\_T)** The language d-DNNF\_T contains all and only DNNF\_T formulas that satisfy determinism. Moreover, the language deterministic structured DNNF (d-SDNNF) is the union of all d-DNNF\_T, for any \(T\).

Both d-DNNF\_T and d-SDNNF are complete, proper subsets of d-DNNF. The argument given earlier for DNNF\_T applies here in a similar manner. The following proposition shows that Algorithm 1 preserves determinism and, hence, can be used to conjoin d-DNNF\_T formulas in polytime.

**Proposition 1** Given two d-DNNF\_T formulas \(\alpha, \beta\), the output of \(\text{conjoin}(\alpha, \beta)\) is a d-DNNF\_T formula.

The only place where we create an OR node is on Line 17 of Algorithm 1. The children of this node cannot share a model because \(\alpha\) is by itself deterministic.

We can convert every clause into a d-SDNNF formula in time linear in the clause size (Darwiche 2002). This enables incremental compilation of CNF into d-SDNNF.\(^4\) The choice of v-tree has a crucial impact on the sizes of SDNNF and d-SDNNF formulas, similar to how a variable order is to OBDD. Although constructing the right v-tree for a compilation is still a subject of current research, we have the following guarantee.

**Proposition 2** Given a CNF \(\Delta\), we can always construct an equivalent d-SDNNF (hence, SDNNF) formula whose size is only exponential in the treewidth of \(\Delta\).

In (Darwiche 2001b), an algorithm for compiling CNF into d-DNNF with the above treewidth guarantee is presented. The algorithm utilizes a data structured called d-tree to guide the (unstructured) decomposition. A d-tree is a binary tree whose leaves are in one-to-one correspondence with the clauses in the CNF. In general, a v-tree can be naturally induced from any d-tree. Figure 2 shows an example of a d-tree and a v-tree induced from it. Due to space constraints, we refer the readers to (Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche 2008) for a detailed discussion of this process. The algorithm in (Darwiche 2001b) can be slightly modified to make the output d-DNNF formula respect a v-tree induced from the d-tree, without affecting the treewidth guarantee.

\(^{4}\) A bottom-up DNNF\_T compiler is an ongoing research subject.


**Supported Queries and Transformations**

In this section, we examine the new languages, DNNF\(_T\) and d-DNNF\(_T\) with respect to the criteria proposed in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002). The criteria fall into two categories: queries and transformations. A query on a formula (formulas) can be viewed as a decision problem about the formula(s) that may result in a positive (1) or negative (0) answer without modifying the formula(s). A transformation, on the other hand, is an operation that returns a modified formula. Due to space limit we will only discuss proofs of the less obvious results.

We first discuss query-related properties of the new languages. We say that a language satisfies a property if and only if there exists a polytime algorithm for answering the query based on formula in the language. The following queries are considered:

- **CO (VA):** Is the formula consistent (valid)?
- **CE:** Does the formula entail a given clause?
- **IM:** Does a given term imply the formula?
- **EQ:** Are two formulas logically equivalent?
- **SE:** Does one formula entail another formula?
- **CT:** How many models does the formula have?
- **ME:** Enumerate the models of the formula.

Readers are referred to (Darwiche and Marquis 2002) for formal definitions of queries and transformations discussed here.

Table 1 summarizes query-related properties of the new languages. Properties of DNNF, d-DNNF, and OBDD\(_<\) are also shown here for comparison.\(^5\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>DNNF</th>
<th>DNNF(_T)</th>
<th>d-DNNF</th>
<th>d-DNNF(_T)</th>
<th>OBDD(_&lt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Query table. √ indicates that the language satisfies the property. ○ indicates that the language does not satisfy the property unless P=NP. ? reflects our ignorance about whether the property holds for the language.

**Proposition 3** The results in Table 1 hold.

The positive results for DNNF\(_T\) are inherited from DNNF. The proofs for the results are very similar to those for DNNF, which are given in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002). Similarly, most positive results for d-DNNF\(_T\) are inherited from d-DNNF. The results for EQ and SE, however, are enabled by the fact that d-DNNF\(_T\) supports polytime conjunction of a bounded number of formulas. In particular,

\[ \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \text{ are equivalent if and only if they have the same model count, which also equals the model count of } \Delta_1 \land \Delta_2. \] Since the language satisfies CT, this test can be performed in polytime. A similar proof applies for SE.

According to Table 1, imposing additional structure on DNNF does not result in any additional query support. On the other hand, adding structure to d-DNNF allows both equivalence and sentential entailment to be checked in polytime, making all queries tractable.

The next set of properties considered are related to formula transformations. A property is satisfied if and only if there exists a polytime algorithm for transforming formulas in the language into appropriate formulas in the same language. We consider the following transformations:

- **CD:** The formula conditioned on a consistent term.
- **SFO (FO):** The result of existentially quantifying a variable (an arbitrary number of variables) from the formula.
- **∧BC (∧C):** The conjunction of a bounded (unbounded) number of formulas.
- **∨BC (∨C):** The disjunction of a bounded (unbounded) number of formulas.
- **¬C:** The negation of the formula.

Table 2 presents transformation-related properties of the new languages. Again, properties of DNNF, d-DNNF, and OBDD\(_<\) are shown here for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>DNNF</th>
<th>DNNF(_T)</th>
<th>d-DNNF</th>
<th>d-DNNF(_T)</th>
<th>OBDD(_&lt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FO</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFO</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∧C</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨C</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∧BC</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨BC</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¬C</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Transformation table. √ indicates that the language satisfies the property. ○ indicates that the language does not satisfy the property unless P=NP. ● means the language does not satisfy the property. ? reflects our ignorance about whether the property holds for the language.

**Proposition 4** The results in Table 2 hold.

A proof of this proposition is available in the Appendix.

As shown earlier, the additional structure makes the bounded conjoining operation (∧BC) tractable in the new languages. This operation proves to be the only difference between DNNF and DNNF\(_T\) in Table 2. However, for d-DNNF, the additional structure strengthens the negative results for several other properties, while making some others become unknown. In particular, FO, ∧C, and ∨C cannot be satisfied by d-DNNF\(_T\), whereas they were conditioned on the fact that P≠NP in the case of d-DNNF. There are two additional properties that become unknown for d-DNNF\(_T\): SFO and ∨BC. We point out here, however, that the open questions in the d-DNNF\(_T\) column are very closely related.
In particular, we have the following relationship between these results:

- The results for $SFO$ and $\lor BC$ have to be identical. This is because $\Delta_1 \lor \Delta_2 = 2X((X \land \Delta_1) \lor (\neg X \land \Delta_2))$, where $X \notin \text{vars}(\Delta_1) \cup \text{vars}(\Delta_2)$.
- A positive result ($\lor$) for $\neg C$ implies positive results for $SFO$ and $\lor BC$, because $\Delta_1 \lor \Delta_2 = (\neg \Delta_1 \land \neg \Delta_2)$.
- A negative result ($\lor$, $\land$) for either $SFO$ or $\lor BC$ implies the same negative result for $\neg C$, because of the same reason.

**Succinctness**

Another aspect that needs to be considered when choosing a language for a task is its succinctness (Gogic et al. 1995). Succinctness tells us how compact formulas in different languages are, relative to each other. A language $L_1$ is said to be at least as succinct as $L_2$, written $L_1 \leq L_2$, if every formula $\alpha$ in $L_2$ has an $L_1$ equivalent, whose size is polynomial in $|\alpha|$. If $L_1 \leq L_2$ and $L_2 \not\leq L_1$, we say that $L_1$ is strictly more succinct than $L_2$, denoted $L_1 < L_2$ (see formal definitions in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002)). In this section, we discuss the succinctness of SDNNF and d-SDNNF relative to other closely related languages. Interested readers are referred to (Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche 2008) for proofs of the claims made here.

First of all, let us consider the structured DNNF language. Imposing structure on DNNF results in a language that is strictly less succinct (DNNF < SDNNF). As it turns out, this additional structure will also cause SDNNF formulas to blow up on some d-DNNF and FBDD formulas as well (SDNNF ≺ d-DNNF, SDNNF ≺ FBDD). In all these cases, the circular bit-shift function (Fortune, Hopcroft, and Schmidt 1978) provides an exponential separation between SDNNF and other languages. Interestingly, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses (Selman and Kautz 1996; Cadoli and Donini 1997), there must be some SDNNF formulas that cannot be represented compactly as d-DNNF and FBDD as well (d-DNNF ≺ SDNNF, FBDD ≺ SDNNF). These results show that SDNNF is not comparable to d-DNNF and FBDD in terms of succinctness.

We saw in the last section that d-SDNNF is as powerful as OBDD when it comes to query-related properties. As d-SDNNF does not impose as much structure as OBDD, one expects its formulas to be more compact. As it turns out, d-SDNNF is indeed strictly more succinct than OBDD (d-SDNNF < OBDD). The indirect storage access function described in (Breitbart, H. Hunt, and Rosenkrantz 1995) separates the two languages.

**Related Work**

(Mateescu and Dechter 2006) proposed a relaxation of OBDD called AND/OR Multi-value Decision Diagram (AOMDD). When restricted to boolean variables, AOMDD is a strict subset of d-SDNNF. In particular, AOMDD utilized a special form of v-tree called pseudo tree, whose structure depends on the structure of the formula to be compiled. Moreover, every AOMDD formula satisfies determinism in a restricted way; every disjunct of each OR node must disagree on the value of next variable in the ordering. The added structure allows AOMDD to efficiently support the apply operation, which makes operations such as negation, (bounded) conjunction and disjunction tractable (given that the formulas have compatible pseudo trees). Nevertheless, given a pseudo tree, the language of AOMDds that respect the pseudo tree is not complete; not every formula may be represented this way. For example, the clause $(a \lor b \lor c)$ cannot be represented by any AOMDD that respects the pseudo tree $\neg a \land \neg b$, because $b$ and $c$ are not independent even after $a$ is assigned. The only type of pseudo trees that induce a complete language are linear trees, in which case AOMDD reduces to just OBDD. d-SDNNF, on the other hand, does not have any of these restrictions. Any properly labeled tree can be used as a v-tree for any boolean formula, making d-SDNNF more general and more flexible.

**Conclusions**

We introduced two new, complete compilation languages based on structured decomposability. We showed that the conjoint operation is tractable in the new languages and that every CNF can be compiled into them with complexity exponential only in the treewidth. We studied the new languages in terms of supported operations and succinctness and showed that d-DNNF is as powerful as OBDD in answering key queries, yet is strictly more succinct.
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**Proofs**

We first present some lemmas that will simplify the proof of Proposition 4. The next lemma states that every DNF formula can be converted into a DNNF formula in polytime.

Lemma 1 Given a DNF formula $\Delta$ and a v-tree $T$ of $\Delta$, we can convert $\Delta$ into a DNNF formula in $O(|\Delta||T|)$.

We just need to structure each disjunct in $\Delta$ according to $T$.

Definition 5 A v-tree $T$ is linear if every internal node has at least one leaf node as its child.

A linear v-tree naturally induces a complete variable ordering (by depth). As a result, we will say that a linear v-tree $T$ is compatible with an ordering of its variables if for all $x, y \in \text{vars}(T)$, $x < y$ iff the depth of $x$ is less than or equal to the depth of $y$.

Lemma 2 Given a linear v-tree $T$, every d-DNNF formula $\Delta$ can be converted into an OBDD in time $O(|\Delta||T|)$, if $T$ and $\Delta$ are compatible.

**Proof of Proposition 4**

Transformation Properties of DNNF

- CD. Follows from the results in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002)

---

Footnote: FBDD is the language of free binary decision diagram, which is BDD that satisfies the “test-once” property (see (Darwiche and Marquis 2002)).
• $\lor C$ and $\lor BC$. These properties are satisfied as disjoining DNNF$_T$ formulas does not affect decomposability.
• $FO$ and $SFO$. These properties follow from the results in (Darwiche 2001a). In particular, the projection operation defined in Definition 8 of (Darwiche 2001a) does not affect decomposability with respect to any $v$-tree.
• $\land BC$. Follows from Theorem 1.
• $\land C$. Unbounded conjunction, however, cannot be performed in polytime unless $P=NP$. This is because every clause is already a DNNF$_T$. If we could conjoin an arbitrary number of DNNF$_T$ formulas in polytime, SAT would be solvable in polytime.
• $\lnot C$. We cannot negate an arbitrary DNNF$_T$ formula in polytime unless $P=NP$. If we could, we would be able to decide SAT in polytime. To do so, we convert a given CNF formula into its negation in DNF in time linear to the size of the formula. Then, we convert the DNF formula into a DNNF$_T$ formula in polytime (Lemma 1). After that, we could negate the DNNF$_T$ formula to get back a formula that is equivalent to the original CNF formula. Since DNNF$_T$ satisfies CO, we would be able to decide the satisfiability of the original CNF formula in polytime.

Transformation Properties of d-DNNF$_T$
• $\land BC$. Because conditioning preserves both decomposability and determinism (Darwiche and Marquis 2002).
• $\land AC$ and $\lor C$. These operations cannot be be performed in polytime. This is because OBDD$_{<} \subseteq$ d-DNNF$_T$ (given that $T$ and $<$ are compatible). If we could perform any of these transformations in polytime, the resulting formula will still be a in d-DNNF$_T$, which can be efficiently converted into an OBDD$_{<}$ formula (Lemma 2). This would allow us to perform any of these transformations on OBDD$_{<}$ formulas in polytime. This contradicts the results in (Darwiche and Marquis 2002).
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